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Deer Gary, 

You should change theLreturn iddieis on the Golden Velley Rd. ebvelopes. 

.Itook you advice-end. didWt..eleAreadehrie'lrlettere.YOu. are patient . 
with hii, as I'used- t6 be with many but now feel I cannot take' time' for."' 	• 

Thanks for worrying about-our health.. guesswith each of us.itcouId  
easily be: better. ilowever, with the break in-sthe weath I've been trying t2. restore 
some muscle tone end have been getting what for me is vigorous exercise.. esterday 
I took down and worked up four small and four medium size trees, with all tte- brukh 
trimmed. out. and. piled up,.-all the branches big enough for kindling cut upAntin • 
the house, all the rest reedy-fozythe fireplace. I alio planted a number of email 
trees and did a little gardening. However, I think I have been more ensious for 
the past several weeks, and I mu inclined to attribute itjargely to :the lack of 
reaction to the filing of the_suitplus the uncertainties,1 esp. medical.,During 
this period I've cut back on ;making, rather heavily. ..I.cut,cigersout entirely: 
and was down to but siXsigerettes- a..day..-.That seemed to - make.mAmore nervous so . 
I'm permitting myself a few more. I.feel,that when this anxiety has eased I'll be 
able to stop, though I'd not.nowdere.try, and cold'. turkey itAgain.HMeanwhile;.,  
if there is a chemical. reaction,':the -reduced consumption might easA:thst, when 
do get to making the big shift. 

• Inherently, what Phil said - is whet you did, that the need is fora good 
diagnostician. I also feel that way, but it is beyond my capacity to get to 

°Saha or MIAs. Tuesday I see this new doctor again and perhaps I'll learn a bit 
more, then. ITeel. as though. I will not, that he will now not have the time he took 
six. weeks egdirwhen his schedule was not yet full. Be'll,have-at most 20 minutes, 
prhaps only 10. 

Your reference to wantingto find a single good mania Dallas for Mary 
remind** mAI wrote:her several days ego and forgot to mail that letter. She has a 
rough one, end the financial cost makes.toterrible..It iAalsO Outrageous. I do not 
know whether. Phil hes any experience along_this line and haven't mentioned it. to 
him. I do not know exactly what hedoes, but I knew he-works in a State psychiatric 
_inattitution. Be may be a social_worker, or something likAthat. I suppose 1-could 
-;raise the question with him without disclosure:of identity. I knowAothing.about:, 
this sort of thing end know enough about the scuttlebutt to know it is often 
wrong. What comes to mond, however, is Pike's son. Makes me shivver. 

DJ has turned. me down on.  the panel raw materials. If I can  handle this 
properly,-  get it into court,'" think: can accomplish much if before a fair judge. 
Meanwhile, tney've designed the rejection in a. way that, were 	 i to proceed mmed-
iatelyp before a corrupt judge could be found to be deficient in my alleged not 
having.exhausted'myAdministrative remedies, so I'll have to proceed with more 
letter.writing.I'll send copies. I hope you and Paul are keeping this entirely, to 
yourselves, for there is no need for others to know what-is not-public•Aid- good 
reason for there to be no jawing about it. It would probablybe - rough onme, butrI 
sort of look forward to cross examining those whores. This else is en area where a 
corrupt judge could do things. There has been no respoinse on the Ray suit and almost 
total suppression. I did get a late small story on the AP wire, through a local 
reporteme feeding it to Baltimore, but I've heard of only one paper carrying even 
that, probably because Howard phoned them to ask why they failed to cover such an 
important story the day that was on the wire. There we a what I an certain is good 
radio coverage in LA, but all out "friends" there have been silent, and 'of all.those 

in SF who heard my three hours on it with Dolan, only one said a word. Best, 



 

Marsh 22, 1970 

Dear Harold, 

God only knows when this will reach you with the Postal strike on as it is. Enclosed are letters fros Longbottoa and my reply. Please return his letters (but keep the carbon of mine) when you are through with then. In fast, if you have things to, do, don't even bother to read thee. I as getting a bit angry at his. He wildly theorizes and treats his opinion as fast, and is really besoaing a waste of tine with his persistence. Many of his ideas are really wilt, or blind to known fasts. I don't object to his lack of knowledge, but I do to his brazenness. In one of his /litters he dismissed the testimony or advise of experts I aentioned and accepted the cosaissions tests, as inter-preted ##1 by himself. Now more than ever I want you to stay out of any correspondence with his. If he gets any worse I intent to gut it off besause it is wasting quite a bit of tine with really no possible gain for ourselves. These longletters take forever jutt to read. 
Ironically, Mike Maxteraan, who started a bit that way has relented and real-ized how dumb it was to work in the mainstream of the ease and expect to sore up with sosething new. He, by the way, will sent se his letters from all of the British agencies, etc., from whoa he tried to get the court restores. I will make copies rpm* all of us, and several sets for you, and then we can decide whether you will have any need of the originals. If so I's sure ke would trade thee for xeroxes. Re is very good that way. I have warned his about Joesten's irresponsibility and he agrees and says he would like to stay in tousle .with his but realizes that anything he personally digs up should probably be cleared with us before Joesten even hears about it, let alone gets to look at it. Quite independently he has decided hot to share things with Joesten--without any consent of wine. Basically, he seems amenable to reason and interested in working hart on the ease. In his last letter he said that he had ordered the Toluene and (eels that he will not be sompetent until he has done some serious study tin theft. I would like to keep in touch and help educate his on the ease because I think he is serious about besosing a long ter* researcher. His giving that Davison thing to Joesten was certainly not his fault since Paul said that he mentioned it to Mike without indicating there were any secrets involved.. Independent of that incident he has indicated that anything of importance which was classified would be seen by he only. And remember that he iaaediately agreed to the confidentiality stipulation on the 
Ray thing. So basically, since he will not be getting anything confidential anyway, I think that he would be a good person to help out. Chris, who I liked 
at first, is beginning to look like more of a waste of tire. If the filauZ" soaves to your area be sure to see it. Not only is it excellent but I think that there are far too sany parallels to the JFK assassination to be ignored. While it applies to the Greek scene, I think that they deviated. from the history of the event to bring in other parallels and make it an uni-sersal warning. 

I hope that you are in good health and that Lil is OK also. I worry about you people, especially sinee# you don't have one medisal can you have full 
confidence in. 

I as trXing to find out about a good can in Dallas for Mary's son to see, just in case she takes ay advise and decided to use one man who I can vouch for (through soseone up here who I trust). 

I will be working at the clinic next year and earning more coney, which is 
good since I owe Cornell $1200. 

Well, I've got to go. Take it easy. 



Dear Chris: 	 Marsh 22, 1970 
This-is in reply to your lengthy otters of'Marsh 13 and 14th for whisk I' 
thank you. You *ay not receive this for nose tine given the fast that our 
city has been kit by a postal workers strike and theft* is no pickup or de- 
livery of aail. 	 , 
Let se first assure you that you have caused no one insonveniense - or sabarrase-
sent and I hope that ay sossents have not served to deepen your enthusiast 
booms enthusiast is a rare quality. A fellow resewreher of yours, Mike 
Nesters= in Egland, just got, shot town by Sylvia Meagher for doing an elab-
orate pleas on the tieing of the first shot, soaething which has been worked. 
and reworked countless titles over -hese with the benefit of far sore inforse-
tion than Nike had at his disposal. 
On your theory, whisk I have not unfortunately been able to read in fell yet, 
let as make some tore soasents. First of all, no out rose *tea, from all I 
know and have been told by anatosists, could have caused that wound. Secondly, 
let as station you against soaetking whisk it. took ae many years to learn about 
It is a bad idea to accept the asilisal evidence at face value, or to take it 
as the only *vide:Ise. Br exaaple, your assuaption that thco# only taus' 
there was was that which you know of froa the autopsy report it not a safe 
one. The original autopsy reported no motel in the neck, ant yet we now 
know that there is definitely metal in the neck. There is reason to believe 
that the throat or shoulder wounds were sore extensive than the brief des-
sription in the atapsy report would inlisate. There is ensonfirmed information 
(alleged` statement of Registered nurse Hansheliffe) that indicates that there 
was such internal damage.. But ay basis point# is that the pattern of injury 
upon whisk you are basing your theory say not be the actual pattern. The 
Justice Dept. panel moved the positions of all# the wounds by sentiestera and 
Inches. I saspeet that there is such sore diffuse damage and that the bullet 
was a duo due, ant that it entered at a downward angle. Important in sash 
sonsiderations is the question as# to when that shot ease, if it was a shot 
froa the front. When JIM was rising upwart, the second and third tracheal 
range say well have been exposed to a shot from above street level and the 
front—we won't know until assurate determinations can be made from the photos. 
As for ay explanation of the tears, Harold Weisberg has an ingenious one, but 
I aa not a liberty to tell you what it is manse it is easing out in his book 
Post Norte*. Bear in mind that the direction the fibers were turned is almost 
irrelevent given the pulling and tearing of the slothing off the President and 
the fast that it was thrown all# over and didn't reach the FBI lab until such 
elves Gould not be =nattered as valid. That piece of expert testimony is, in 
my limited judgeent, a rd herring and would. have been assaulted in a court-
roos. I rank it along with the allegation that the guys on the 5th floor could 
hear. the bolt on the rifle above thea--a ridiculous attempt to over-prove a # 
ease whisk was lakking in the sore basis proofs and seareely needed gush way 
out stuff. Harold was one of the people who has influenced ae a great deal in 
ay thinking in this ease, and one of the things he taught ae whisk has helped 
as the most is not to take the soasission, autopsy, etc. at face value. That 
is the trap whisk Mark Lane and sows others have fallen into...replying only 
eo the =emission's fasts. Furthersors, I do not question the sharpness (in 
terns of angle of sat) or length of those rose stems, but deny that they are 
capable of inflicting a bruise to the lung or go in anywhere that deeply, even 
if those are the only injures.. Roses, in ay experience, even the type with 
stems tougher and# stronger than those used by florists, are not capable .of 
causing such damage. The skin is very resilient and amazingly strong, and 
one of the points made by the pathologists in this ease is that ti iff offers 
resistanse even to a bullet ant can deform a bullet. As for al theory whisk 
can answer all the questions, I think that we can answer most of thee, but 
that right now we lack all the evident.* necessary. In other words, until we 
get the truth about the President's body wounds I think we should go light 
on hypotheses. They are Will worthwhile bringing up in discussion Curing? 
sorrespontense as you have done, becalm, new ideas are always helpful, but 
I don't think that a 100% solution should be expected until Nichols or some-
one else gets Is closer to the original evidence. 
Your theory,' by the way, fails to assoant for all the metal in the neck-that 



we have prevlosslrhypothesized bpt now know is there fro: the JuitiseDept. 

report,-. Sesondly,'I to not accept the slats that JFK's hand toes not go to 

his throat, since it isimart.totell where it is reaching and.wky when it 
doss, ant the possibility that he is reashing for his throat cannot be ruled 
oat.. That whole.seghense,by,the way, when seen on the archives copy of the 

file and the slides, whiek:armvsuok clearer than what you have, suggest. that 

there say b4ivtwo separate sotionawkish.say represent.reaetions to two wounds. 

I don't aggro with yohr observations about Z frees. 224-228. ' On oar copy of 

the film there is too mush blurring to be wars, but on the archives copy 

all I see (bsides some blurring) is Connally turning- to his left as he said 

he did in his testimony. 1###############11###################O############## 
################################### In frames 230 he clearly his his right 

...hand up in the air and has not reacted. to being hit. I would like to point 

out that when a can's lung collapses that site of the body goes down, and kis 

didn't until.later. Furthermore, your analiiis cannot explain the angles 
across the body and through the various parts. 
I often don't agree with Disk Sprague's analyses, and so I as not surpriset 

that you do not agree with his JFK kit theory for f. 226-7 
As for your l'inalpoint,6n the astal I think that you sake the amuse aistaXe 

herel.as“yox to with your_theory of_ the front wounk...assitas,that -At is easy'. 

for things to pass through skin.. and flesh.' 
On your theory of the third shot, let as point out that the overwhelming 

body of evidence suggests a shot froa the front, and in'fast, probably two 

shots, with the result of the one free the rear being oblitbrated by'the one 

'iron. the front. The shot from the front knocked his across the ear and.. blew 
fragments of skull and tissue and blood bask over the ear whisk laneed in 'the 
grass and kit sotorsysle patrolmen Hargis and Martin. Bran FBI experts.have 
testified that it would be impossible fora fragment fros 	a bullet from the 

rear to have eaerged fro: the head to hit the curb and wound tags*. That is 

an impossibility on 'several counts. Furthermore, there was no way it could 

-.get there without going through the windshield. You sake theslaia that the 

reaction of JFK though 314-321 is a neuroaasselar reaction.-!onwhat basis? 
I have looked at this subject extensively and with the help of exports. Moir 

toes that,.in any event, explain# the aovesent of the frggeents of skull and 

the blood—that's Eros the witnesses and physical evidence both. 
Your letter of_Marsh 14th:. 	'2 	 - 
Again I think you are slaking& mistake of, lining ap the only wounds we know 
of and neglecting the possibility that there was in all likelihood such 
greaterdaaage, - and that it say well have eon* five two b 	

, 
bullets which were 

both dua-duas, whisk scans no fixed pattern of damage.. Note that Martin Lather 

King was killed by one des tea bullet in the throat, whisk did not -.exit,. and 
„whisk left an unusual pattern of damage. - The angle JFK was turned.1e„there-
-fore -sommuhat irrelevent beeause'tke angle -through- the bodyyoU-are eitablish-

,ing say have no bails in fast. I do not feel that I can either explain for 

sure or be stumped by_the question. as to the position of the wound in the 
mi throat or whether it Was exposeuntil sore evidence is available—i.e. until 

soaeone specifically examines LIFE,* slides on this point. But I absolutely 

:-,disagree that .a rose stint could have caused suck a wound, oven if it is as 
liaited. as the *Medal autopsy states. It. could have been caused by JFK 
hitting sous more solid object while he was being pushed into. the heopital. 

bat not a rose stea.I agree with the bunching of the clothing, but as not 
certain that it would have pissed the thing in the right spot. You are 
using rough logic rather, than precise evidence. Not to munition the question 
about when the first shot occurred, since this relates to *hither there was 

hunsing,at that tine. Try, to do an exPfrisant and get the holes in the 

right.plase anCyet the wound Lathe base of the nook. Yox.aemmept the . 

45-60'.angle uneritisally--why believe that any sore thin the angle- of 

10-11 degrees on their diagram. Fartkoraore,_the angle still eight be 

too steep unless the shot same frog that window.' . 
Your agguaent that the &boons* of proof that 399 had been through Connally 

would have been reason enough for suppression is.not a good. one, besauss 

an isoartial proof that at least the bullet had kit JFK would have done 



'thee a-wrold-of gOod--ospeeially sinse.thero *is a need to link
 that gun to 

the arise. There is no reason to believe that there was blood on t
hat bullet 

or that the ballet did sous, or soul& kers sore, frostke President'
s bask 

wound. 
Yoe are wrong in stating that,. the soaaissions tests could possibly

 prove that 

the Tagae kit same frog the head shot. FBI agent Frazier...enter oa
th and,,-on 

the spot at the Shaw trial said it was nonsense. So to all the oth
er experts 

and we don't need experts to point.out that the ballet ailifragaen
t did not 

and 'malt. not have done what was necessary afterwards—go througk 
the wind-

skield—skeek the angles yourself: So that theory, whisk the commi
ssion *sot, 

has even been shot, down by their own experts. 

Onthe heat wounds, why would one expert an entrance wound when the
re is no 

skull left where it should be Why does one need an exit wound on 
the other 

site? Many bullets enter skulls and do not exit. Fartkermore, thi
s one seems 

to have fragmented on ispast, perhaps being,sitker a tam dim, *or 
lak, or 

exploding shell. It is not true that the turning suggests a neurow
assular 

sovemant, and my own knowledge of neuropkysiology has been baskd u
p by experts 

on that point too. Blasting off the right pre-central gyres would_
 have an-

known effects--it soul& *ease healperisis, or movesent first and t
ie* heai-

portals. Furthermore, sines the brain was severed (according to.-B
oswell) 

below the esehbe1hha, tie president might well have been dasortisa
to alioit 

laasdiately. Where did the aetal go? toas'on Chris, the head is f
all of 

metal and we don't even no how mush yet boom's* even the 1968 Pane
l 'melt 

not tell. Tier* is a large fragment in the skull which is still w
nitent-

ifiet. And tiers are two different types of dispersion in the head
 frost 

what we know. A des due doesn't leave a track but does just what w
as dons 

to the right Side of the brain, wipes out a diffuse area of tissue
. Who 

says no damage to left side of brain—it was not sompletely describ
ed in 

the original autopsy and interestingly enough, although it is in a 
bottle:_ 

somewhere in Washington, the 1968 Panel never saw it. 313 is 100% 
consistent 

with a due due and then soae say the experts in torus of amount of
 explosion. 

the firecracker you hypothesize was thrown over the wall--by whoa?
 Certainly 

not a random aesident. Your hypothesis with regard to Willis is co
mpletely 

Inconsistent with everyone's testimony. The blurring does not indi
oate that 

A shot osearred whisk caused it, but simply that Willis, as he so 
testified, 

was running. 
On the train, it is a - watertower whisk is seen in the supola in Willis 5. 

The train is in Willis slides taken before the shots whisk are unpu
blished 

but whisk kershowed me. #5 was taken several Seconds before the fi
rst Nix-, 

fraae and that would be a fast aoving train 'Shish 'soul& not have s
topped in 

time. The train should appear behind the entire pergola In Willis
 5. 

Your reasaning.on the Dal Tex building is not correct—there is a elear line-

of fire.   

I would like to caution against develoPing tkeories designed to-ex
plain every-

thing when so 'sash data is eoneipisaously missing, and when you do
 not have 

assess to expert opinion on a. number of key subjects and are left 
to treating 

your hypotheses and *ugly'ss as fast. EXpert after expert has exam
ined *lei 

of this data, and sometimes 'it has been done "blind." (i.e. with th
e expert 

having no idea that it dealt with the JIM assassination). Many of their' 

sonslusions are at odds with yours, and theirs are based on not on
ly tkier 

own expert knowledge, bat assess to sore evidence, and better copi
es of 

what you do have. It is good to see someone as energetic as learni
ng the 

ease and someone who Is willing to advance new ideas (although none ofyours 

are new in that they were explored years ago and debated beak a forth, des-

pite the fast that many never glade it into print), bat I advise against elabor-
ate efforts to suddenly build a hypothesis which will explain ever

ything we 

now have without a great deal of farther study and working through
 of the 

basis evidence in the case. 

Well, I've got to go. I hope that you lit well on your excess, 


